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ABSTRACT
Background Immunotherapy is a promising advance 
in oncology. Limited information exists regarding 
the interrelationship between CD47 expression and 
tumour- associated macrophage- related immuno- 
microenvironment in patients with non- small cell 
lung cancer (NSCLC). These factors may predict novel 
immunotherapy efficacy.
Patients and methods CD47 and PD- L1 expression 
was retrospectively assessed in 191 resected NSCLC 
specimens via immunohistochemistry. Forty- six patients 
with pulmonary infectious diseases were enrolled as the 
control group. The infiltration of macrophages (M2 and 
M1) and CD8+ T- lymphocytes was evaluated via dual- 
immunofluorescence staining. Targeted DNA sequencing 
was performed on NSCLC specimens. Survival analysis 
was performed using the Cox model.
Results Using 2+/3+ as a CD47 positive (CD47pos) 
expression cut- off, the prevalence of CD47pos expression 
in NSCLC was 33.0% (63/191), significantly higher than 
in pulmonary infectious diseases. CD47pos expression 
was significantly higher in female, non- smoking and 
adenocarcinoma patients (p=0.020, p<0.001 and 
p<0.001, respectively). Furthermore, CD47pos expression 
was significantly correlated with epidermal growth factor 
receptor mutation (p<0.001). The expression of CD47 (H- 
score) in NSCLC was negatively correlated with tumour 
PD- L1 expression (p=0.0346) and tumour mutation 
burden (p=0.0107). CD47pos expression was independently 
correlated with poor disease- free survival in patients with 
resected NSCLC in multivariate Cox regression analysis 
(p=0.035).
Conclusion This study revealed the demographic, 
molecular and immuno- microenvironment characteristics 
of CD47 expression in NSCLC. We identified tumour 
CD47pos expression as an independent prognostic factor 
for recurrence in resected NSCLC. Our findings illustrate 
the potential of anti- CD47 treatment in NSCLC.

INTRODUCTION
Recently, immuno- oncology has emerged as 
a highly promising clinical strategy in cancer 
therapy. The most popular approach is adap-
tive immune system restoration, inducing 
T cells to attack cancer cells.1 Established 
immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs), such 

as inhibitory receptor PD-1/PD- L1 targeting 
antibodies (pembrolizumab, nivolumab, 
atezolizumab, durvalumab and avelumab), 
exhibit impressive antitumour activity across 
multiple cancer types by re- correcting cancer 
cell recognition by the adaptive immune 
system.2–4

Lung cancer is the most commonly diag-
nosed cancer and is the leading cause of 
cancer- related death.5 Advanced lung cancer 
treatment, especially for non- small cell lung 
cancer (NSCLC), is representative of preci-
sion medicine, from the era of targeted 
therapy to immunotherapy.6 PD-1/PD- L1 axis 
checkpoint inhibitors dramatically altered 
the NSCLC treatment paradigm.2–4 Patients 

Key questions

What is already known about this subject?
 ► Previous studies suggest that CD47 is highly ex-
pressed on non- small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) 
specimens and cell lines, but limited informa-
tion exists regarding CD47 expression and the 
tumour- associated macrophage- related immuno- 
microenvironment in patients with NSCLC.

What does this study add?
 ► This study extensively revealed the demographic, 
molecular and immuno- microenvironment char-
acteristics of CD47 expression in NSCLC. Tumour 
CD47 expression significantly correlated with short-
er disease- free survival of patients with resected 
NSCLC in our study.

How might this impact on clinical practice?
 ► With regard to further clinical trial design and study 
population selection for anti- CD47 treatment, CD47 
positive (CD47pos)- expressing patients with NSCLC 
might represent good target populations, even for 
those with epidermal growth factor receptor mu-
tation. This study also illustrates the potential value 
of anti- CD47 treatment as a postoperative adjuvant 
therapy in stage IIIa CD47pos- expressing NSCLC.
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with advanced NSCLC receiving PD-1 inhibitor anti-
bodies obtain long- term survival benefits,7 especially for 
NSCLC without biomarkers that indicate targeted treat-
ment susceptibility.2 3 However, for patients with NSCLC 
harbouring targetable oncogenic driver alterations, PD-1/
PD- L1 axis ICIs afford few benefits. Patients with NSCLC 
carrying mutant epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) 
obtain reduced survival benefits from immunotherapy 
compared with those harbouring wild- type EGFR.8 The 
objective response rate (ORR) of ICIs monotherapy is 
low for NSCLC patients with actionable driver alterations 
(EGFR mutant ORR: 12%, ALK- rearranged ORR: 0%) in 
the IMMUNOTARGET registry.9 The immune evasion 
mechanism in these patients might differ in other types 
of NSCLC. Thus, an urgent need exists to develop new 
immunotherapy strategies for NSCLC patients carrying 
actionable driver alterations.

CD47 is a cell- surface marker broadly expressed on 
normal cells and often overexpressed on solid and haema-
tological tumours.10 This overexpression underlies the 
ability to evade immune surveillance. Cell- surface CD47 
binding to signal regulatory protein-α (SIRPα) on phago-
cytic cells initiates an antiphagocytic signal cascade that 
inhibits macrophage phagocytosis and allows cancer cells 
to evade immune surveillance and phagocytic destruc-
tion.10 CD47- SIRPα axis blockade enhances macrophage 
phagocytic activity, leading to tumour growth impairment 
and inhibition of metastasis and tumour progression.11 12 
As a negative checkpoint for innate and subsequent adap-
tive immunity, the CD47- SIRPα axis represents another 
promising target for immuno- oncology.13 Additionally, 
CD47- SIRPα axis blockade is successful in various preclin-
ical models.14 15 Multiple anti- CD47 antibody phase I/II 
clinical trials are currently ongoing for solid and haema-
tologic malignancies. Furthermore, the humanised IgG4 
isotype CD47- blocking monoclonal antibody Hu5F9- G4 
is well- tolerated in preliminary clinical studies.16 17 Simul-
taneously blocking CD47 and other cancer- specific 
antigens by bispecific antibodies (bsAb), including CD20- 
CD47 bsAb, CD19- CD47 bsAb, EGFR- CD47 bsAb18 and 
VEGF- CD47 bsAb induces a powerful antitumor immune 
response in preclinical models. Therefore, CD47- SIRPα 
axis blockade and anti- CD47- based combination therapy 
may potentially extend cancer immunotherapies to 
benefit patients with haematological malignancies and 
numerous solid tumours.

Previous studies suggest that CD47 is highly expressed 
on NSCLC specimens and cell lines.19 Anti- CD47/SIRPα 
treatment increases macrophage phagocytic and cytotoxic 
activity against NSCLC cell lines.19 20 However, limited 
information exists regarding the correlation between 
CD47 expression, tumour immune infiltration and clin-
ical factors in patients with NSCLC. Additionally, whether 
anti- CD47/SIRPα axis blockade or anti- CD47- based 
combination therapy may represent another NSCLC 
immunotherapy option remains to be determined. 
Furthermore, which biomarkers indicate successful 
outcomes of CD47- SIRP⍺ blockade remain unclear. Here, 

we present a retrospective study of Chinese patients with 
resected NSCLC for CD47- related biomarker analysis. We 
aimed to (1) comprehensively profile the cellular micro-
environment of NSCLC patients, especially the correla-
tion between CD47 and related immune infiltrates; (2) 
explore correlations between CD47 expression and 
genomic characterisation in NSCLC, including action-
able driver alterations; and (3) identify relevant clinical 
factors associated with these immune features and their 
prognostic value.

METHODS
Study design
Patients with histologically confirmed pathological stage 
I and stage IIIa NSCLC who underwent curative resec-
tion at Peking Union Medical College Hospital (PUMCH, 
Beijing, China) between January 2009 and December 
2012 were retrospectively enrolled in this study. Stage 
I NSCLC cases were matched with stage IIIa NSCLC 
according to pathological type and age at resection. The 
disease stage was determined according to the Union for 
International Cancer Control and International Associ-
ation for the Study of Lung Cancer guidelines (seventh 
edition) released in 2009. A total of 191 patients with 
NSCLC were enrolled into this study, and 46 patients with 
pulmonary infectious diseases (36 patients with pulmo-
nary tuberculosis or tuberculoma, 8 with pulmonary 
aspergilloma and 2 with pulmonary cryptococcosis) were 
enrolled as a control group (CONSORT diagram showed 
in supplemental material). The NSCLC cohort consisted 
of 47 patient samples with stage I lung squamous cell 
carcinoma (LUSC), 49 from stage I lung adenocarcinoma 
(LUAD), 46 from stage IIIa LUSC and 49 from stage IIIa 
LUAD. No patients in the stage I groups received postop-
erative adjuvant chemotherapy or radiotherapy, whereas 
all patients of the stage IIIa group received four cycles 
of platinum- based doublet chemotherapy. All N2 metas-
tasis cases received adjuvant radiotherapy. Clinical data 
and outcomes were collected from NSCLC patients and 
the control group. Informed consent was obtained from 
each patient at the time of follow- up. The study protocol 
adhered to the World Medical Association Declaration of 
Helsinki recommendations.

Immunohistochemistry
Formalin- fixed, paraffin- embedded (FFPE) tumour and 
pulmonary infectious disease specimens were obtained 
from the Department of Pathology archives. CD47 and 
PD- L1 expression levels were examined using immuno-
histochemistry (IHC). IHC studies were performed on 
4 µm sections using a Lab Vision autostainer (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) with 
mouse anti- human CD47 (1:40, clone B6H12, sc-12730; 
Santa Cruz, Dallas, Texas, USA) or rabbit anti- human 
PD- L1 (1:300, clone E1L3N, 13684; Cell Signalling 
Technologies, Danvers, Massachusetts, USA). Previously 
stained CD47- positive tissue was used as a positive control. 

https://dx.doi.org/10.1136/esmoopen-2020-000823
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Tris- buffered saline with Tween-20 (TBST) was used as 
a negative control. A total of 191 NSCLC cases and 46 
pulmonary infectious disease cases were successfully 
analysed using IHC staining.

Two experienced blinded pathologists independently 
evaluated IHC samples. The pathologists were not 
informed regarding patient clinicopathological data. 
Tumour CD47 expression was evaluated based on staining 
intensity and membranous and/or cytoplasmic staining. 
Staining was scored as 0 (absent or <10% stained tumour 
cells), 1+ (weak in >10% of tumour cells), 2+ (moderate 
in >10% of tumour cells) or 3+ (strong staining in >10% 
of tumour cells) (figure 1A). Samples with 2+ or 3+ 
staining scores were considered as tumour CD47 posi-
tive (CD47pos) expression.11 21 Tumour CD47 expression 
was also evaluated by H- score (H- score=3×percentage 
of strongly staining (3+)＋2×percentage of moderately 
staining (2+)＋percentage of weakly staining (1+)).22 
Pulmonary infectious disease CD47 expression was eval-
uated with the same interpretation method. Tumour 
PD- L1 expression was assessed for percent tumour cells 
showing membranous PD- L1 staining and percent area at 
any intensity.23 Cases with PD- L1 expression for tumour 
proportion score (TPS) ≥1% were considered positive for 
tumour PD- L1 expression.

Double immunofluorescence
Tumour- associated macrophage (TAM) (M2 macrophage 
and M1 macrophage) infiltration and PD- L1 and CD8+ 
T- lymphocytes were evaluated using dual immunostaining. 
The following primary antibodies were used: rabbit anti- 
human PD- L1 (1:300, clone E1L3N, 13684; Cell Signal-
ling Technology), mouse anti- human CD8 (1:2, clone 
C8/144B, IR623, DAKO, Glostrup, Denmark), rabbit anti- 
human CD68 (1:1600, clone D4B9C, 76437; Cell Signal-
ling Technology) and mouse anti- human CD163 (1:100 
clone 10D6, NB110-59935; Novus Biologicals, Littleton, 
Colorado, USA). Secondary antibodies included goat 
anti- rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 (1:200, A-11008; Thermo 
Fisher Scientific) and donkey anti- mouse Alexa Fluor 555 
(1:200, A-31570; Thermo Fisher Scientific). Tonsil spec-
imens were used as positive controls. TBST substitution 
for primary antibody served as a negative control.

For dual- colour immunofluorescence, green fluores-
cence on cell membranes represented CD68 or PD- L1 
expression, whereas CD163 or CD8 expression was iden-
tified by red fluorescence (figure 1F). The locations of 
CD8+ and PD- L1+ CD8+ T cells were identified in both 
tumour area and non- tumour areas (T&NT) or in non- 
tumour areas (NT); negative results were designated 
as neg. The locations of CD68posCD163pos (M2) and 
CD68posCD163neg (M1) macrophages were identified 
either in T&NT or only in NT. The CD68posCD163pos 
(M2)/CD68posCD163neg (M1) ratio was assessed as 
follows: low (<1) and high (≥1). Overall, 187 NSCLC and 
46 pulmonary infectious disease cases were evaluated for 
CD68 and CD163 dual immunofluorescence.

High-throughput sequencing
Genomic DNA was isolated from 191 FFPE NSCLC 
tumour samples. DNA libraries were constructed using 
KAPA Hyper Prep Kits (KK804; Wilmington, Massa-
chusetts, USA) and captured using customised probes. 
Paired- end sequencing with an average depth of 500× was 
performed with an Illumina HiSeq 4000 platform (San 
Diego, California, USA).

Briefly, data analysis was performed according to the 
Genome Analysis ToolKit (GATK) best practices.24 Reads 
were aligned to the hg19 human reference genome using 
the Burrows- Wheeler Aligner (V.0.7.10- r789). PCR dupli-
cates were removed with Picard (V.1.103). Somatic vari-
ants were identified using MuTect (V.3.1–0- g72492bb). 
Gene fusions were detected using Clipping Reveals Struc-
ture (CREST). All somatic mutations were filtered, and 
suspicious variants were manually reviewed using the Inte-
grative Genomics Viewer (V.2.3.34). Owing to the lack of 
control white blood cells during somatic variant identifi-
cation, we performed variant calling using our in- house 
computational pipeline tailored for control- free variant 
detection. Briefly, the pipeline uses reference genomes 
from the 1000 Genomes Project, COSMIC, our systemic 
artefact knowledge base and specialised algorithms to 
control the false positive rate. Somatic copy number alter-
ation (SCNA) analysis was not performed, as FFPE sample 
DNA was heavily fragmented due to long- term storage, 
rendering precise SCNA detection improbable.

Statistical analysis
The statistical association between genomic characteris-
tics and clinicopathological phenotypes, such as somatic 
mutation, immune cell infiltrates and patient clinical 
information was tested using Pearson χ2 test or Fisher’s 
exact test, depending on sample size. Multiple compar-
isons were corrected using the Benjamini- Hochberg 
procedure. The association between somatic driver gene 
mutations and immune infiltrate abundance was investi-
gated using the χ2 test, and contingency tables with n<5 
were excluded owing to insufficient statistical power. The 
association between categorical and continuous charac-
teristics, such as tumour mutation burden (TMB), was 
tested using non- parametric Mann- Whitney U (Wilcoxon 
rank- sum) test. Disease- free survival (DFS) was defined 
as the duration from surgical date to either the first 
tumour recurrence or death. After surgery, all NSCLC 
patients were monitored for cancer recurrence every 6 to 
12 months. The last follow- up visit was on 15 November 
2018. At the time of final analysis, 79 patients suffered 
from adverse events (disease recurrence or death). All 
patients not experiencing adverse events were censored 
at the last follow- up date. Survival analysis was performed 
using the Cox model. Cox proportional hazards regres-
sion analysis was used to estimate DFS hazard ratios. 
Kaplan- Meier plots were created to visualise differences 
in DFS. Statistical analyses were performed using R 
package (R-3.4.1), SPSS V.17.0 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, Illi-
nois, USA) and GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software, La 
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Figure 1 CD47 expression and tumour- associated macrophage infiltration. (A) Representative IHC images of different CD47 
expression level scores in tumour and lung tissue (control respiratory disease sample). (B) CD47pos expression in NSCLC 
is higher than in the control group (infection lung tissues) (33.0% vs 17.4%, p=0.038). (C) Tumour CD47pos expression in 
female patients with NSCLC was higher than in male patients with NSCLC (43.5% vs 27.0%, p=0.020). (D) Tumour CD47pos 
expression in never- smokers with NSCLC was higher than in smokers with NSCLC (46.1% vs 21.6%, p<0.001). (E) Tumour 
CD47pos expression in LUAD was higher than in LUSC (52.0% vs 12.9%, p<0.001). (F) Representative immunofluorescence 
images of CD68pos macrophages, CD163pos macrophages, M2- TAMs (CD8pos, CD163pos) and M1- TAMs (CD68pos, CD163neg). 
(G) High M2/M1 ratios were more frequently observed in NSCLC compared with the control group (71.7% vs 45.7%, p=0.001). 
(H) M2 infiltration in the tumour area was higher than M1 infiltration in the tumour area (89 vs 57, p=0.001). (I) M2 infiltration 
in the tumour area in stage III NSCLC was higher than in stage I NSCLC (64.2% vs 29.2%, p<0.001). (J) High M2/M1 ratios 
were more frequently observed in stage III NSCLC than in stage I NSCLC (83.1% vs 57.3%, p<0.001). *p<0.05, **p<0.001. 
CD47pos, cases with CD47 IHC scores of 2+ or 3+ were considered positive for tumour CD47 positive expression; CD47neg, 
cases with CD47 IHC scores of 1+ or ve (0) were considered negative for tumour CD47 expression; if, immunofluorescence; 
IHC, immunohistochemistry; LUAD, lung adenocarcinoma; LUSC, lung squamous cell carcinoma; NSCLC, non- small cell lung 
cancer; NT, non- tumour area; TAMs, tumour- associated macrophages; T&NT, tumour area and non- tumour area.
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Jolla, California, USA). P<0.05 was considered statistically 
significant.

RESULTS
CD47 expression and TAM infiltration in NSCLC and control 
groups
Clinicopathological characteristics and associations 
between CD47 expression and macrophage immune 
features are presented in table 1.

Representative CD47 immunofluorescence images are 
shown in figure 1A. Using 2+/3+ as a CD47pos expression 
cut- off, NSCLC CD47pos expression was 33.0% (63/191) 
higher than that in non- tumour lung tissues (17.4%, 
8/46, p=0.038) (figure 1B). Examination of associations 
between CD47pos expression and clinical characteristics 
in patients with NSCLC revealed significantly higher 
CD47pos expression in female, non- smoking and LUAD 
patients (χ2 test p=0.020, p<0.001 and p<0.001, respec-
tively, table 1). CD47pos expression was not associated 
with any clinical characteristic in LUAD NSCLC, whereas 

CD47pos expression in LUSC NSCLC was more frequent 
in non- smoking patients (p=0.004).

Figure 1F shows representative immunofluorescence 
images of CD68pos macrophages, CD163pos macro-
phages, M2- TAMs (CD8posCD163pos) and M1- TAMs 
(CD68posCD163neg). High M2/M1 ratios were more 
frequently observed in NSCLC compared with the 
control group (71.7% vs 45.7%, p=0.001, figure 1G). 
The presence of M2- TAMs and M1- TAMs further charac-
terised M2- TAMs with more extensive tumour area infil-
tration (figure 1H and 89 vs 57, p=0.001). Notably, stage 
III tumours had significantly higher M2- TAMs in tumour 
areas (figure 1I, p<0.001) and higher ratio of M2/M1 
infiltration (figure 1J, p<0.001) than stage I tumours.

Correlation of CD47 expression and gene mutations in NSCLC
To further investigate the molecular characteristics of 
patients with NSCLC and correlations with CD47 expres-
sion, we performed targeted DNA sequencing. Of 191 
patient samples, 12 did not pass quality control and were 

Table 1 Clinicopathological characteristics of all patients with NSCLC and associations between CD47 expression and 
macrophage immune features

Characteristic

Total CD47pos† CD47neg†

M1 infiltration M2 infiltration M2/M1

T&NT NT T&NT NT ≥1 <1

(n=191) (n=63) (n=128) (n=57) (130) (n=89) (n=98) (n=134) (n=53)

Age (years)                 

  <65 111 35 76 32 78 54 56 81 29

  ≥65 80 28 52 25 52 35 42 53 24

  P value   0.615   0.622   0.624 0.473   

Gender                 

  Female 69 30 39 20 46 26 40 42 24

  Male 122 33 89 37 84 63 58 92 29

  P value   0.020*   0.969   0.097 0.072   

Smoking history                 

  Never- smoker 89 41 48 27 60 39 48 61 26

  Smoker 102 22 80 30 70 50 50 73 27

  P value   <0.001**   0.878   0.480 0.662   

Histology                 

  LUAD 98 51 47 34 61 41 54 63 32

  LUSC 93 12 81 23 69 48 44 71 21

  P value   <0.001**   0.256   0.217 0.100   

Tumour stage                 

  I 96 28 68 27 66 28 65 55 38

  III 95 35 60 30 64 61 33 79 15

  P value   0.259   0.669   <0.001** <0.001**   

Data are listed as n.
*p value<0.05, ** p value<0.001.
†Cases with CD 47 IHC scores of 2+ or 3+ were considered positive for tumour CD47 (CD47pos) expression. Cases with CD 47 IHC scores of 
0 or 1+ were considered negative for tumour CD47 (CD47neg) expression.
CD47neg, CD47 negative; CD47pos, CD47 positive; LUAD, lung adenocarcinoma; LUSC, lung squamous cell carcinoma; NSCLC, non- small cell 
lung cancer; NT, non- tumour area; T&NT, tumour area and non- tumour area.
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excluded from the analysis. Patient TMB was calculated. 
Consistent with previous studies, LUSC samples presented 
higher somatic mutations with more diverse mutational 
patterns than LUAD samples. Figure 2A shows the muta-
tional landscape of top 10 well- known driver genes in 
NSCLC (ALK, BRAF, EGFR, ERBB2, KRAS, MET, NTRK, 
RET, ROS1 and TP53) among 179 patients and associated 
clinical characteristics. The results in figure 2B,C show 

that CD47pos expression correlated with EGFR mutation 
(p<0.001). On stratification by LUAD and LUSC, correla-
tions remained significant in both subtypes. This correla-
tion was later confirmed by CD47 messenger RNA expres-
sion using public data sets of The Cancer Genome Atlas 
(figure 2D, 2E, 2F).

Figure 2 Correlation between CD47 expression and driver gene mutations in NSCLC. (A) Landscape of the top 10 genes 
involved in NSCLC (ALK, BRAF, EGFR, ERBB2, KRAS, MET, NTRK, RET, ROS1 and TP53) among 179 patients and 
associated clinical information. (B) Correlation between immune infiltrate expression and genomic alterations in NSCLC. 
Only contingency tables with n>5 were included in the test. *p<0.1, **p<0.05. (C) Correlation between CD47 expression and 
four well- known mutant genes in NSCLC. (D to F) The correlation between CD47 mRNA and EGFR mutation in NSCLC (D), 
LUAD (E) and LUSC (F) in the Cancer Genome Atlas. P values were calculated using the Wilcoxon rank- sum test. (G) CD47 
expression heatmap (H- score), PD- L1 (TPS) and TMB in NSCLC. CD47pos, CD47 positive; CD47neg, CD47 negative; EGFR, 
epidermal growth factor receptor; LUAD, lung adenocarcinoma; LUSC, lung squamous cell carcinoma; mRNA, messenger 
RNA; mut, mutation; NSCLC, non- small cell lung cancer; NT, non- tumour area; T&NT, tumour area and non- tumour area; TMB, 
tumour mutation burden; TPS, tumour proportion score; Wt, wild- type.
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Correlation of CD47 expression and the immuno-
microenvironment in NSCLC
We investigated the correlation between CD47 and PD- L1, 
two immune- related biomarkers, and correlated these two 
biomarkers with TMB. All 191 samples were sorted using 
the CD47 H- score. CD47 H- score negatively correlated 
with TMB (Pearson χ2, p=0.0107) and PD- L1 expression 
measured by TPS (Pearson χ2, p=0.0346) (figure 2G). 
CD47 expression did not correlate with tumour area M2 
infiltration, M1 infiltration or CD8+ T cell infiltration.

Prognostic implications of CD47 expression and TAM 
infiltration in NSCLC
Median NSCLC patient DFS was 92.8 months in this study. 
We investigated clinical factors, CD47 expression, PD- L1 
expression, M2 location, M2/M1 ratio and mutant driver 
genes to predict DFS in NSCLC (table 2). CD47pos expres-
sion was identified as an independent prognostic factor 
of the NSCLC group DFS by multivariate Cox regression 
(p=0.035).

Cox model showed that CD47pos patients had poorer 
survival (Wald test, HR=1.734 (1.1 to 2.7), p=0.0166, 
table 2). Median DFS was 43.7 months in patients with 
CD47pos expression, significantly shorter than not arrived 
in the CD47neg patients (figure 3A). Similar findings were 
observed in the LUAD (Wald test, HR=1.861 (1 to 3.5), 
p=0.0498, figure 3C) but not LUSC patients (Wald test, 
HR=1.637 (0.71 to 3.8), p=0.246, figure 3B). Patients 
with M2- TAM infiltration in T&NT had poorer survival 
(Wald test, HR=2.036 (1.3 to 3.2), p=0.002) and exhibited 
shorter median DFS than patients with M2- TAMs infiltra-
tion only in NT (56.6 vs 100.2 months, figure 3E). Similar 
findings were observed in the LUSC patients (Wald test, 

HR=2.638 (1.3 to 5.4), p=0.008, figure 3F), but not in the 
LUAD group (figure 3G).

As CD47 expression and M2- TAMs location appeared 
to exhibit prognostic values, we asked whether CD47 
expression and M2- TAMs location in combination would 
enhance prognostic power. Cox model showed that 
CD47neg patients and M2- TAMs only in NT have better 
survival, whereas patients with CD47pos expression and 
M2- TAMs in T&NT have poorer survival (Wald test, 
HR=1.444 (1.2 to 1.8), p=0.0002, figure 3D). These associ-
ations remained significant even when patients were strat-
ified by LUAD (Wald test, HR=1.342 (1 to 1.7), p=0.024, 
figure 3H). Cox model on LUSC showed moderate 
significance (Wald test, HR=1.564 (1.1 to 2.1), p=0.005), 
possibly due to insufficient sample size.

Combinatorial effect of immune recognition pathways on 
patient survival
CD47/macrophages and PD- L1/CD8+ T cells are well- 
defined pathways that play essential roles in immune 
tumour cell recognition. To evaluate whether patient 
survival is affected when both pathways were considered, 
we built a K- medoid clustering model using CD47, M1, 
M2, PD- L1 and CD8 expression. The number of clus-
ters was optimised to three based on silhouette width. 
Figure 3I shows the first two K- medoid cluster dimen-
sions. Cox model were subsequently conducted. As the 
result showed in figure 3J, the DFS of each patient group 
differed significantly (p=0.041). To illustrate the patient 
characteristics in each group, we generated an expression 
pattern and feature component heatmap (figure 3K). 
Group three could be viewed as a rough representation 
of an immune desert. Though CD8+ T cell infiltrates were 

Table 2 Univariate and multivariate Cox proportional hazards regression analysis for DFS prediction in patients with NSCLC

All NSCLC group

DFS

Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis

HR (95% CI)  P value Relative risk (95% CI)  P value

Age (years): ≥65 vs <65 1.417 (0.91 to 2.2) 0.122 – –

Gender: male versus female 1.322 (0.83 to 2.1) 0.244 – –

Smoking history: smoker versus non- smoker 1.323 (0.85 to 2.1) 0.221 – –

Histology: LUAD versus LUSC 1.218 (0.78 to 1.9) 0.389 – –

Stage: III vs I 1.756 (1.4 to 2.2) <0.0001 1.65 (1.29 to 2.12) <0.0001

PD- L1: PD- L1+ versus PD- L 1.366 (0.82 to 2.3) 0.228 – –

CD47: CD47pos versus CD47neg 1.734 (1.1 to 2.7) 0.017 1.63 (1.04 to 2.58) 0.035

M2 location: T&NT versus NT 2.036 (1.3 to 3.2) 0.002 1.41 (0.86 to 2.31) 0.17

Ratio of tumour M2/M1: high versus low 1.888 (1.1 to 3.2) 0.021 1.23 (0.69 to 2.21) 0.48

EGFR: mutation versus wild type 1.486 (0.91 to 2.4) 0.110 – –

TP53: mutation versus wild type 0.9975 (0.63 to 1.6) 0.992 – –

KRAS: mutation versus wild type 1.665 (0.85 to 3.2) 0.134 – –

ERBB2: mutation versus wild type 0.7146 (0.31 to 1.6) 0.430 – –

CD47neg, CD47 negative; CD47pos, CD47 positive; DFS, disease- free survival; LUAD, lung adenocarcinoma; LUSC, lung squamous cell 
carcinoma; NSCLC, non- small cell lung cancer; NT, non- tumour area; T&NT, tumour area and non- tumour area.
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present in group 2, they were most likely counteracted 
by PD- L1 expression. Group 1, characterised by high 
M1- TAMs and M2- TAMs tumour area infiltration, exhib-
ited the worst survival among all groups.

DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, this is the first study to compre-
hensively investigate the association between CD47 

expression, major immune components and genomic 
characteristics in patients with NSCLC. Our study indi-
cates that: (1) tumour CD47pos expression was more 
frequently detected in adenocarcinoma, female and 
never- smoking NSCLC cases; (2) CD47pos expression 
correlates with EGFR mutation in patients with NSCLC; 
(3) the tumour CD47 expression (H- score) in NSCLC 
negatively correlated with tumour PD- L1 expression 

Figure 3 DFS in patients with NSCLC. (A to C) DFS Kaplan- Meier curves of NSCLC with CD47pos and CD47neg expression 
in patients with NSCLC (A), LUSC (B) and LUAD (C). (E to G) DFS Kaplan- Meier curves of NSCLC with M2 in T&NT and M2 
in NT in patients with NSCLC (E), LUSC (F), and LUAD (G). (D and H) DFS Kaplan- Meier curves of NSCLC with varying CD47 
expression and M2 location in patients with NSCLC (D) and LUAD (H). (I) K- medoid clustering of patients with NSCLC. (J) 
DFS Kaplan- Meier curves of NSCLC with various immune component characteristics. (K) Heatmap of patients with NSCLC 
showing feature component expression pattern. CD47neg, CD47 negative; CD47pos, CD47 positive; DFS, disease- free survival; 
LUAD, lung adenocarcinoma; LUSC, lung squamous cell carcinoma; NSCLC, non- small cell lung cancer; NT, non- tumour area; 
T&NT, tumour area and non- tumour area.
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(TPS) or TMB; (4) CD47pos expression was identified as 
an independent prognostic factor in the resected NSCLC 
group DFS; and (5) different immune component char-
acteristics provide greater recurrence prognostic power 
in resected NSCLC. These results reveal the features of 
tumour CD47 expression and the macrophage- related 
microenvironment in patients with NSCLC. Our study 
illustrates precision medicine by patient stratification 
based on immuno- microenvironment characteristics. 
Specifically, we emphasise the potential of phagocytosis 
checkpoint inhibitors for NSCLC patients, especially for 
patients not suited for PD- L1 inhibitors.

The definition of CD47pos in NSCLC was not well deter-
mined. As a potential immunotherapy- related biomarker, 
the interpretation of CD47 should be easy to perform 
with effective clinical significance. CD47 is a cell- surface 
marker broadly expressed on haematopoietic cells and 
other normal tissues, and often overexpressed on tumour 
cells.10 CD47 can detected in normal tissue, inflamma-
tory lesions and epithelial cancer cells, but the enhanced 
expression of CD47 has been reported on tumour 
cells.11 25 Therefore, low- to- undetectable CD47 expres-
sion was defined as CD47 negative and intermediate- to- 
high CD47 expression was defined as CD47 positive in 
previous studies, which could effectively make differen-
tiation between tumour and non- tumour tissues.11 21 Our 
data showed that CD47 staining (1+/2+/3+) was observed 
in 53.4% (102/191) of NSCLC and 80.4% (37/46) of 
pulmonary infectious samples (p=0.001), while using 
2+/3+ as a CD47pos expression cut- off, NSCLC CD47pos 
expression was 33.0% (63/191) higher than that in non- 
tumour lung tissues (17.4%, 8/46, p=0.038) . The results 
of CD47 expression in NSCLC in our study was consistent 
with previous studies, and highly supporting the 2+/3+ 
as a CD47pos expression cut- off for definition of CD47pos 
in future clinical trials.

Several previous studies reported widespread CD47 
expression in lung cancer, and significant associations 
between CD47 expression, tumour stage and metas-
tasis.19 26 Until now, the clinicopathological characteris-
tics of patients with NSCLC positive for CD47 expression 
remained unclear. Our analysis revealed NSCLC subpop-
ulations that are predisposed to CD47pos expression; that 
is, never- smoking, female and LUAD patients, who also 
exhibit high EGFR mutation frequency. This finding led to 
the possible association between CD47pos expression and 
EGFR mutation in NSCLC. We further analysed associa-
tions between oncogenic alterations and major immune 
infiltrates. As expected, CD47pos expression indeed 
correlated with EGFR mutation. Arrieta et al22 also found 
that high CD47 expression (using a cut- off value of 150 
based on staining index scores) was associated with pres-
ence of EGFR (+) mutations (66.7% vs 33.3%, p=0.04). 
However, the biological association between EGFR muta-
tion and CD47pos expression remains unclear. Currently, 
no relevant translational medicine or basic medical 
research exists to clarify the mechanism for this phenom-
enon. Liu et al27 revealed that Akt phosphorylation 

increases after CD47 overexpression and PI3K suppres-
sors impair CD47- overexpressing cell invasion. Kaur et 
al28 showed that anti- CD47 (B6H12) treatment decreases 
EGFR expression and inhibits EGF- induced EGFR tyro-
sine phosphorylation in breast cancer stem cells. Nigro 
et al29 found that CD47 expression became up- regulated 
following in vitro drug resistance development, and 
blocking this protein by a specific monoclonal antibody 
increased the clearance of EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor 
(TKI)- resistant cells by phagocytes. We hypothesise that 
CD47/SIRPα axis inhibition is a potential antitumour 
immunotherapy strategy for EGFR mutant NSCLC with 
acquired resistance to EGFR- TKI. Further research is 
urgently needed to clarify this hypothesis.

CD47 and PD- L1 are involved in two distinct immune- 
tumour recognition pathways. PD- L1 expression is 
enriched in LUSC patients with smoking history,30 31 as 
opposed to patients who are non- smoking and female 
and in LUAD subpopulations characterised by CD47 
expression. Few studies have evaluated CD47 and PD- L1 
expression, and TAM infiltration simultaneously in 
NSCLC tissues. Our analysis showed that CD47 H- score 
negatively correlated with PD- L1 expression and TMB. 
A possible explanation of this moderate mutual exclu-
sion is that for some NSCLC cases, one compromised 
immune- tumour recognition pathway coincident with 
other cancer hallmarks is sufficient to initiate tumouri-
genesis. Such patient stratification provides an important 
clue that patients who do not respond or become resis-
tant to checkpoint inhibitors may benefit from alternative 
immunotherapy targeting other checkpoint signalling 
pathways. The idea of ‘precision medicine’ through the 
stratification of patients with NSCLC by immune- related 
characteristics should be emphasised. For patients with 
NSCLC exhibiting CD47pos expression, anti- CD47- axis 
treatment might be a better choice than PD-1/PD- L1 axis 
ICIs. Increasing efforts have been directed towards devel-
oping CD47- specific inhibitors. Multiple phase I clinical 
trials are on- going to evaluate potential clinical benefits 
of CD47- specific inhibitors.16 32 33 With regard to further 
clinical trial design and study population selection for 
anti- CD47 treatment, CD47pos expressing patients with 
NSCLC might represent good target populations, even 
for those with EGFR mutation. The Hu5F9- G4 antibody 
with rituximab revealed that simultaneously blocking 
CD47 and other cancer- specific antigens might be a 
good choice for cancer immunotherapy.17 For CD47pos 
NSCLC with EGFR mutation, EGFR- CD47 bsAb18 might 
represent another option. Further exploration of preclin-
ical models and preliminary clinical studies is urgently 
needed. However, immune- related adverse events caused 
by combinatorial therapy must also be considered.

Tumour CD47 expression serves as an adverse prog-
nostic factor in multiple cancer types.21 34–38 Barrera et al39 
found that CD47 expression on the surface of neutrophils 
is associated with lower overall survival (OS) of patients 
with NSCLC. However, tumour CD47 expression was not 
evaluated in this study. Arrieta et al22 revealed that high 
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expression of CD47 were associated with shortened OS 
in EGFR mutant patients. Tumour CD47pos expression 
significantly correlated with shorter DFS of patients with 
NSCLC in our study. These observations indicate that 
CD47pos expression might be associated with more aggres-
sive tumour progression, rendering it a potential NSCLC 
therapeutic target. Chung et al40 revealed that high TAM 
count is related to poor progression- free survival in 
advanced NSCLC treated with EGFR- TKI. Our study also 
revealed that CD47 and M2 combined can enhance prog-
nostic power. To understand the essential role of CD47/
macrophage and PD- L1/CD8+ T cell pathways in immune 
tumour cell recognition, we built a K- medoid clustering 
model using CD47, M1, M2, PD- L1 and CD8 expression. 
In our study, high M1 and M2 infiltration in tumour areas 
presented the worst survival. One interpretation is that 
a tumour- favourable microenvironment created by TAMs 
imposes a strong adverse impact on patient survival. The 
unsupervised clustering approach clearly separated CD8/
PD- L1 but not CD47/TAM expression. This implies that 
CD47 is not a unique promoter that impacts macrophage 
infiltration as an immune escape mechanism similar to 
PD- L1 and CD8.

The main limitation of our study is the lack of white 
blood cells as controls during somatic variant identifi-
cation. We, therefore, limited our mutational analysis 
to well- annotated driver genes, wherein somatic muta-
tions can be identified with high confidence through a 
customised computational pipeline. Furthermore, the 
core role of CD47 expression in NSCLC needs to be vali-
dated in vitro, shedding light on the detailed mechanism 
of CD47 as a macrophage checkpoint in tumour growth 
and progression. Moreover, some clinical trials focussing 
on anti- CD47 treatment or anti- CD47- based combination 
therapy should be designed for NSCLC patients, espe-
cially for EGFR- mutant patients.

In conclusion, we extensively investigated the demo-
graphic, molecular and immuno- microenvironment 
characteristics of CD47 expression in NSCLC. We further 
identified tumour CD47pos expression as an indepen-
dent prognostic factor for NSCLC recurrence. This study 
illustrates the potential value of anti- CD47 treatment in 
NSCLC.
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